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Paul Foley

From: Heather Densmore [heatherdensmore3@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Paul Foley
Cc: Adam Turner
Subject: Dias Lumberyard Proposal

Good Morning! 
 
I am writing urgently as I have been made aware of a situation that is threatening an established and vital 
family-owned business on Island and the health and safety of many island families and visitors.  
 
Proposed change to the Dias Lumber warehouse facility and driveway access from State Road through the 
parking lot of Island Cove Mini-Golf is a tragedy waiting to happen. The only local spot for mini-golf has been 
a long-time favorite for both Islanders and visiting families with children for decades. As a mother of two, I 
know full well that young children often run around without warning or forethought, especially when excited 
about such a fun and carefree activity as mini-golf, despite parents’  best efforts to corral them. The very idea of 
lumber trucks driving through the middle of the parking lot is alarming for my family and others.  
 
Our family members have owned property on the Vineyard for over 50 years and this business features in some 
of our most favorite memories of time spent on Island, always with young children in tow. Where is the traffic 
study that has determined that this access is the better of the 2 options? How will traffic on State Road be 
impacted? Why is the High Point Lane access point not preferred for this heavy industrial use instead of a 
family-friendly driveway?  
 
Since this business has purchased its property, the size of its operation has drastically increased. Was this 
growth and scope approved in the initial sale and zoning? As they expand, the removal of trees and paving of 
earth will result in increased runoff down the hill. Is there a water management plan in place for the owners to 
be held responsible for any damage or flooding that would occur? This project is problematic on many levels. Is 
an 8,400 sq foot metal warehouse in keeping with the aesthetic appeal encouraged by your own commission for 
businesses in the Tisbury district? Has the Martha’s Vineyard commission forgotten or chosen to ignore zoning 
bylaws enacted to prevent just this sort of “Big Box” blight on your beautiful Island?  
 
Please reconsider any approval of these dangerous and ill-advised exemptions/modifications to the Dias 
Lumberyard project. Surely there are ways both businesses can co-exist, use separate entrances, retain aesthetics 
and erosion control via tree cover and, most importantly, maintain the safety of families and visitors to Island 
Cove Adventures and the charm of Tisbury. Thank you for considering these issues and doing what is best for 
the established businesses, families and visitors in the area.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Heather Densmore 
Davidson, NC 
 
 

 


